## Bachelor of Science in Human Development and Family Sciences

### Option II: Human Development

**2014-2016 Undergraduate Catalog**

### Suggested 4-Year Degree Plan

*(Should NOT be regarded as a replacement for the 2014-2016 Undergraduate Catalog)*

### Draft Version

#### Fall (15)
- HDF 304
- SDS 302
- PSY 301
- RHE 306
- UGS 302 or 303

#### Spring (16)
- HDF 312
- Visual/Performing Arts (3 HRS)

#### Summer (3)
- Elective (3 HRS)

#### Fall (15-16)
- HDF 315L
- Humanities (3 HRS)
- BIO 311C
- Math
- SOC SCI (3 HRS)

#### Spring (15)
- NTR 306
- Support Course (3 HRS)
- GOV (3 HRS)
- BIO or CH (3 HRS)
- Elective (3 HRS)

#### Summer (3)
- GOV (3 HRS)

#### Fall (12)
- HDF (**3 Option HRS)
- HIS (3 HRS)
- Support Course (3 HRS)
- Elective (3 HRS)

#### Spring (15)
- HDF 378L
- HDF (**3 Option HRS)
- Support Course (3 HRS)
- SOC SCI UD (3 HRS)

#### Summer (3)
- HIS (3 HRS)

#### Fall (13)
- HDF 340
- HDF UD (any 3 HRS)
- SCI (3 HRS)
- Elective (4 HRS)

#### Spring (9-10)
- HDF 652F or 652P
- Elective (3-4 HRS)

#### Summer

*(alternative senior year)*

#### Fall (12)
- HDF 352 or 355 or 352L
- HDF 340
- SCI (3 HRS)
- Elective (3 HRS)

#### Spring (10)
- HDF 352 or 355 or 352L
- HDF UD (any 3 HRS)
- Elective (4 HRS)

### Total # of Hours Required for This Degree: 120 (36 hours must be upper-division)

**Writing Flag (Wr):** 2 Courses including a course that is not used to meet a core requirement, and a course that is upper-division.  
**UD = Upper-Division**

1. Choose from approved Core List.
2. Choose from SDS 332, M 408N, or M 408C.
3. From ECO, Social or Cultural ANT, SOC, or PSY. (PSY 304, 333D, and 339 may not be counted toward this degree.)
4. Approved list of Support Courses available from the School of Human Ecology advising office.
5. BIO 311D or CH 302.
6. Choose from HDF 335, 351, or 371.
7. Choose from HDF 335, 342, 343, 345, 351, 356, 358, 371, or 372K.
8. 3 HRS chosen from AST, BIO, CH, CS, GEO, M, NTR (other than 306), or PHY. Courses designed for non-science majors may not be counted toward this requirement.

**The Human Development Option is designed to provide for the study of development across the lifespan.**
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